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Assistant Attorney General Wisconsin Department of Justice
Bringing his 49
oral arguments before
the United States Supreme Court to bear,
former Solicitor General
Paul Clement shared
impressions about Court
practice, and the recent Court term, as the
keynote speaker at the
Bar Association annual meeting on May 14,
2009. A Wisconsin
native, General Clement
joined others in honorFormer Solicitor General Paul ing Judge Shabaz, who
Clement, with 49 oral arguments received a Distinguished
before the U.S. Supreme Court, Service award during
delivers the Keynote address.
the meeting, by describing an Establishment Clause case in which he successfully
defended the judge’s “handiwork” before the Court. That
case provided an excellent example of the stark differences between arguing before a Court of Appeals, which
is bound by precedent and necessarily follows many rules,
and before the Supreme Court, which is ultimately bound
by only one rule – the Rule of Five.
The Justices, in resolving cases, “are not necessarily
going to play by the rules” and the mere fact that the Court
has ruled a certain way before – or sent clear signals in one
direction – is just the starting point for analysis. A Court
advocate needs to be flexible, and attentive to changing
directions, in efforts to draw at least five in favor of the
advocate’s position.
“Getting to Five,” General Clement noted, is not
always straightforward. Despite general impressions

about how Justices line up ideologically and in other ways,
each is a unique individual with their own views of legal
principles and unexpected line‑ups often occur to create
majorities.
Observing that the Roberts Court is often perceived
to be a pro-business Court, General Clement pointed to
examples that ran counter to that perception, particularly in
the federal pre-emption area or when the Court’s general
proclivity to look at “text first” called for a result opposed
to a pro-business view. He cited, for example, the preemption holdings in Altria Group, Inc. v. Good, 129 S.Ct.
538 (2008) and Wyeth v. Levine, 129 S.Ct. 1187 (2009)
and correctly predicted the holdings in Cuomo v. Clearing House Ass’n, L.L.C., 2009 WL 1835148 (U.S. June
29, 2009) that also rejected preemption arguments. With
Cuomo involving State regulation of banks, General Clement noted that it was a “tough time to argue that we need
less regulation of banks.”
The way the Court resolves cases can vary dramatically by subject area and, he noted, by the lower court of
origin. The Court left patent law alone for 25 years, he
said, but has had a “renewed interest” in the past few years.
The Court is clearly not impressed, he felt, with the output
of the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals, which handles patent cases. By his count, of 45 possible votes on the Court
in patent cases over the past two terms, the Federal Circuit
received only “two votes.” The trend on the Court is to
avoid having special procedural rules in patent cases and
instead to apply the general principles under the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure in patent situations.
Similarly, in the seven antitrust cases decided in the
last two terms, defendants won in all seven and, except for
one 5-4 decision, those decisions were lopsided heavily in
favor of the antitrust defendants.
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Clement Keynote
Continued from page one

With interest in the then
pending Ricci case peaked at
the time he spoke, General
Clement offered a prediction of the result – that the
decision would be 5-4 with
Justice Kennedy in the
majority – eliciting laughter
from Court observers in the
audience.1
Asked if he had learned
two things from his Court
practice, General Clement
responded that it was critical
to (1) know your theory of
the case and to firmly stick
to it and (2) preserve your reputation by being scrupulously
true in relating the facts of the case. On the first point, he
acknowledged that you cannot anticipate everything that will
arise but must know why you should win and be ready to
address hypotheticals posed at oral argument satisfactorily
while being able to state that, although he hypothetical presents a “harder case, this is why we still win.” On the second
point, he noted that advocacy on the law is expected and that
presenting the facts in favorable ways is acceptable but that
“misstating facts” is “the worst thing you can do.”
Those rules, General Clement suggested are as important in any appellate advocacy setting as they are in the
otherwise unique setting of arguing to the Supreme Court.

1. Your author regrets that, in a CLE program later that
day, he correctly predicted that a 5-4 decision, with Justice
Kennedy in the majority, would favor the firefighters. Ricci
v. DeStefano, 2009 WL 1835138 (U.S. June 29, 2009). Your
author is pleased to report, however, that he erroneously predicted the Court would rule against the 13 year old student
who was strip searched in Safford Unified School Dist. No. 1
v. Redding, 2009 WL 1789472 (U.S. June 25, 2009). Given
Justice Ginsburg’s vocal and public critique of the questioning by her male colleagues during the Safford oral arguments, contrasted with the decision that ultimately issued, this
result may provide another example of General Clement’s
comments that the Court is unique and operates like no other
court in this country.
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Judge Shabaz Honored with
Distinguished Service Award

Rule #10
Rule #9
Rule #8

by Sarah A. Zylstra

Rule #7

Rule #6
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Rule #4
		
Rule #3
		
Rule #2
		
Rule #1

Honorable John Shabaz accepts the Western District of
Wisconsin Bar Association's Distinguished Service Award.

The Western District Bar Association presented its annual Distinguished Service Award to the Honorable John C.
Shabaz on May 29. The award was given to Judge Shabaz
in grateful appreciation of his outstanding contributions and
distinguished service to the Western District of Wisconsin
and for his commitment to “the just, speedy, and inexpensive
determination of every action and proceeding.” President
Ronald Reagan nominated Judge Shabaz to the bench on
November 4, 1981, and he served for over 28 years. Prior
to his appointment to the bench, Judge Shabaz served in the
legislature, representing the Waukesha and New Berlin areas
as the representative for Assembly District 83, and was the
house minority leader from 1973 to 1979.
Former Wisconsin Supreme Court Justice Jon Wilcox,
who served with him in the legislature, spoke of Judge
Shabaz’s quick wit and industrious nature and told stories from their legislative days. Justice Wilcox noted that
Judge Shabaz had one interesting peculiarity during his
legislative time –– he believed that the legislators ought to
read the bills that they were passing. Judge Shabaz may
have gotten the last laugh, however, when Justice Wilcox
asked him during his presentation how he should refer to
Judge Shabaz and, in a snappy retort, Judge Shabaz told
him “Your Honor” would do.
Next, Attorney John Skilton provided a humorous
perspective from lawyers who have appeared before Judge
Shabaz. He reported, akin to David Letterman, the “Top
10” rules for practicing before Judge Shabaz and, with
permission, we reprint them here:

He’s the King (and you’re not)
He treats us all the same (like dogs)
Don’t poke the bear (corollary: the earlier
he holds the Wednesday morning hearing
the madder he is)
Look out, you might just get what you
ask for (“Members of the jury, apparently
plaintiff needs more time so we’ll stay
until 9:00 p.m.”)
He aims to please (“If the date the Court
has set doesn’t work for you, how about
two weeks earlier.”)
He’s patient to a fault (“What about the
Court’s ruling did you not understand?”)
Yes, he’s not kidding (even about five-		
page deposition summaries)
The next objection is “cumulative” (if at
first you don’t succeed . . .)
Always go for the jugular (or he’ll go for
yours)
Rule #1 is Rule #1 (the court shall be committed to “the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action and
proceeding”)

Finally, Judge Barbara Crabb spoke of Judge Shabaz’s
commitment to the court. She noted that when Judge
Shabaz came to the court over 1200 cases were pending.
In short order, Judge Shabaz helped cut that number in
half, often hearing cases into the night. She remembered
that when the court reporters rose up in rebellion about
working so late, Judge Shabaz simply began recording
cases electronically. On a serious note, Judge Crabb commended Judge Shabaz for his lightening-quick mind and
his unwavering resolve to decide each and every case fairly
and expeditiously.
In accepting the award, Judge Shabaz began by joking
that everything had already been said, “see Rule #1.” He
thanked the presenters for their kind words, which he said
were “completely unexpected.” He also had kind words
for his years with Judge Crabb, fondly remembering her
presiding over his investiture. Judge Shabaz also acknowledged his family as well as his present and former law
clerks (many of whom attended the event), telling the audience that the court could not function without law clerks.
He ended his remarks by noting that some had asked him
whether he would handle cases into retirement, to which
he replied that, if he did, there would be “no more Mr.
Nice Guy.”
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Candid Moments from 2009 Annual Meeting

New WDBA officers (from l-r): Richard Briles Moriarity, Secretary; Sarah Zylstra, President; Lynn Stathas, Treasurer. Missing: Andrew J. Clarkowski, Vice President/President-Elect.

U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Robert Martin and
Valerie Bailey-Rihn discuss the impact of the economy on the
local court and proposed changes to the Bankruptcy Code..

312

Sarah Zylstra, incoming WDBA president,
asks a question

Richard Briles Moriarty provides an update on trends
and developments in Supreme Court civil decisions.  

John Skilton highlights Rule #1, in his "Top Ten" rules
for appearing before Judge Shabaz.

John Vaudreuil discusses trends in criminal case law
and recent Supreme Court criminal decisions.  

Photos from Annual Meeting by Greg Everts
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A Message from the President
by Sarah A. Zylstra

WDBA Honors Attorneys for
Their Pro Bono Work

It is with great pleasure that I take over the reins of
the Western District Bar Association. I became president
about an hour before the Association convened for its annual luncheon in late May.

The Western District Bar Association honored eight
attorneys for their pro bono legal work at its Annual
Meeting on May 29. Recipients of the WDBA’s Pro
Bono Award this year are:

The program this year was particularly satisfying for
me. Not only did I thoroughly enjoy former Solicitor
General Paul Clement’s speech about the current U.S.
Supreme Court (for those who attended, is he a bright
guy or what?), but I also was entertained by those who
spoke on behalf of Judge Shabaz as part of his receipt of
the Association’s Distinguished Service Award. Anyone
who has ever appeared before Judge Shabaz would have
enjoyed the impromptu “roast” and smiled at all the inside jokes.

Hamang Patel of Michael Best & Friedrich LLP.
Mr. Patel represented the Western District Bar Association in establishing the WDBA’s new Pro Bono Fund,
including preparation of by-laws, articles of incorporation, and other necessary documents, and also obtaining
501(c)(3) status for the Fund.
Kendall W. Harrison and Linda S. Schmidt of Godfrey & Kahn S.C. Mr. Harrison and Ms. Schmidt are
representing a prison inmate in an Eight Amendment
case, which is ongoing, where the plaintiff is alleging
use of excessive force.

Jokes aside, the Western District is known for its
docket speed and adherence to deadlines. In the Western
District, lawyers are expected to be on time and prepared.
While the schedule of the rocket docket can be a challenge, especially to a busy lawyer, it also can be a blessing. Discovery is never drawn out because there simply
is no time for dawdling. Also, the rules and procedures
of the court are well known and applied fairly. In short,
you know exactly what you will get if you are in the
Western District. There are no surprises.

David L. Anstaett, Jeff Bowen, and Emily J. Lee, and
Lissa R. Koop and Eric G. Barber, all of Perkins Coie.
Mr. Anstaett, Mr. Bowen, and Ms. Lee, and Ms. Koop
and Mr. Barber are representing prisoners in two different prisoner civil rights cases. Both cases involve the
alleged failure or refusal to provide psychiatric medicines.
The Pro Bono Award is given annually to lawyers
who accept court appointments or otherwise provide
free legal services. Lawyers named for this Award are
listed on a plaque, located in the entrance to the Federal
Courthouse.

If you practice in the Western District enough, you
begin to appreciate the lack of formal rules and even the
pace. You know that no matter what, you can write any
motion or brief within five days. You know that even if
you lose an argument miserably, that argument will not
affect the court’s ability to evaluate your position fairly
on the very next item.

Attorneys who are interested in or who might be interested in taking a pro bono case are invited to contact
David Harth at dharth@perkinscoie.com, Chair of the
WDBA’s Pro Bono Committee.

The uniqueness of this court cannot be overstated.
We have had the good fortune of a court that demands the
best from its lawyers and I, for one, hope that continues.
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